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Executive Summary
Cyber Report no. 24 by the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) reviewed 
the prominent uses made of cyberspace by terrorist organizations and their supporters 
during the months of September, October and November 2017. This is not an exhaustive 
list but rather an identification of the main trends as they arose from the field, and their 
analysis is divided into five areas.

1. In the operational domain, media changes made by the Islamic State (IS) were 
prominent in relation to coalition forces’ takeover of Raqqah, where the organization’s 
media base is located. Prior to the takeover, the volume of IS publications skyrocketed 
but then decreased upon its completion. Later, an attempt was made to rehabilitate the 
Islamic State’s media system by merging media groups in order to streamline the 
distribution processes. In addition to disseminating banners encouraging the execution 
of “lone wolf” attacks in the West, there was an increase in the volume of official 
publications encouraging the recruitment of foreign fighters to IS branches in the 
Philippines and in Khorasan. The use of cyberspace for recruitment was also 
prominent in Hayat Tahrir al-Sham and Ansar Gazwat al-Hind. In an examination of 
financing activities, two main financing channels in cyberspace arose during the period 
under review. One – online purchases using the Zcash digital currency, and two – the 
use of crowdfunding sites for anonymous donations. Another operational use of 
cyberspace that stood out was logistical-operational – in Gaza, weapons were seized 
that had been ordered on the darknet. Meanwhile, guidebooks on preparing 
homemade weapons were discovered.

2. In the defensive domain, activities identified during the period under review shared 
the common denominator of privacy protection. Recommendations were published 
about anonymous surfing on the Internet as well as privacy protection of users’ local 
files. In addition to the conventional recommendation for the use of end-to-end 
encryption of written messages, a recommendation was also made to use an 
application to encrypt voice calls; an important function for planning and operational 
control. It was also apparent that different groups emphasize the importance of using a 
unique identification code to verify the integrity of the information. This attests to the 
high awareness of information security among supporters of terrorism and the 
assessment is that this is a counter-reaction to the phenomenon of counterfeiting 
radical content. Another reaction is the publication of warnings of imposter accounts. 
It is worth emphasizing that the trend of terrorist organizations using Western off-the-
shelf software continues. In this context, supporters of terrorism distribute technology 
guides that make Western software accessible to the Muslim community on the 
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Internet. In the mobile field, recommendations were published for applications that 
support anonymous use and protect user privacy.

3. In the offensive domain, there were no significant changes in terrorist organizations' 
offensive policies during the period under review. Most of their activities focused on 
defacement, hacking into social media accounts or reporting accounts that violate 
terms of use to bring about their suspension. At the same time, however, we identified 
more attempts/defined intentions on the part of cyber terrorist groups to attack 
strategic targets, including government, military and educational sites, aimed at 
stealing and leaking sensitive information.

4. In the domain between cyber-crime and cyber-terrorism, two trends of paramount 
importance were identified. The first trend is spying. During the period under review, 
we identified a significant number of campaigns that were carried out by a range of 
attackers using various vectors of attack, with their common denominator being the 
purpose of the attack – spying. The second trend is attacks on infrastructure, 
transportation and aviation.

5. In the international response domain, the trend of cooperation continued to develop. 
The first aspect relates to joint and synchronized operations between several law 
enforcement agencies. The second aspect deals with the signing of agreements for the 
sharing of cyber intelligence between enforcement agencies and technology 
companies. The political-legal arena also saw a significant development reflected in, 
despite the conceptual gap, a comprehensive European reform in cyber security and 
specific US legislation to encourage cyber security in the private sector. In addition, in 
terms of prosecution, the United States brought indictments against foreign hackers for 
a variety of cyber-attacks that were carried out against American firms. Although an 
economic attack against a private company does not fall within the scope of cyber-
terrorism, given the potential harm to the economy of countries, it is advisable to pay 
attention to the delicate web created in the global village between states and 
corporations, and the economic interaction between them. Thus, cyber departments 
were established in intelligence agencies, securities exchanges and courts. This range 
indicates the need for functional cyber departments to specialize in specific sector 
niches.
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1. Operational Uses
1.1.Propaganda

An examination of the use of terrorism for propaganda purposes reflected five main trends 
during the period under review. (1)  The Islamic State’s media system underwent changes 
in relation to coalition forces’ takeover of Raqqah. Prior to the takeover, the volume of 
publications skyrocketed but then decreased upon its completion since the Islamic State’s 
media base was located in Raqqah; (2) The Islamic State is establishing a presence online 
by expanding its media system, establishing media groups and recruiting supporters to a 
range of roles in the media field; (3) The organization is disseminating digital banners 
encouraging the execution of “lone wolf” attacks against the West in the trend that has 
been going on for many months; (4) The Islamic State is continuing its efforts to recruit 
foreign fighters to its branches in East Asia and Khorasan; (5) In the face of attempts by the 
IS to rehabilitate the organization's media system, the discourse in Al-Qaeda also focused 
on the need to expand its public relations system by exploiting the momentum of the 
Islamic State’s defeat.

i. CHANGES TO THE ISLAMIC STATE’S MEDIA SYSTEM IN LIGHT OF THE TAKEOVER OF RAQQAH

The battle in Raqqah influenced the Islamic State’s media activities. Thus, the volume of 
publications rose before the takeover and fell upon its completion.
- In the month of September, a study was published by the British think tank, Policy 

Exchange, which showed that the volume of IS propaganda during the month was 
greater than usual. The study also ranked the organization’s online propaganda 
consumers and found that Turkey, the United States, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Britain 
were at the top of the list. The number of people in each country who searched for 
online propaganda was estimated at tens of thousands. The researchers noted their 
opinion that large Internet companies can limit the availability of content to people if 
they choose or are forced to do so (September 20, 2017).  1

- The IS suffered a harsh blow in the physical and media arenas with the fall of Raqqah 
on October 17, 2017. The volume of the organization’s media activities dropped 
significantly. For example, the number of items disseminated on IS channels decreased 
from 30 to only 10 per day; in October, the monthly Rumiyah was not published for the 
first time since its launch in September 2016; the daily updates on Al-Bayan Radio, 
which had operated continuously since April 2015, were not broadcast. However, the 
loss of territory does not necessarily indicate the closure of the organization’s media 

 http://www.pressherald.com/2017/09/19/study-ranks-consumers-of-isis-content/ https://1

policyexchange.org.uk/publication/the-new-netwar-countering-extremism-online/ 

 !1

http://www.pressherald.com/2017/09/19/study-ranks-consumers-of-isis-content/
https://policyexchange.org.uk/publication/the-new-netwar-countering-extremism-online/
https://policyexchange.org.uk/publication/the-new-netwar-countering-extremism-online/
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activities. The organization’s weekly newspaper, Al-Naba, continues to be published 
while the activities of its encrypted Telegram channels continue.2

ii. PUBLICATIONS BY THE ISLAMIC STATE’S AL-WAFAA JIHADIST MEDIA INSTITUTION

Al-Wafaa promoted media access as a weapon. Its publications referred to public relations, 
propaganda, the dissemination of ideology, awareness campaigns and electronic attacks. 
The media institution’s publications included:
- On November 25, a statement was published announcing the merger of five jihadist 

media institutions intended to improve, streamline and coordinate the Islamic State’s 
propaganda system under Al-Wafaa media institution. The five media institutions are: 
Al-Wafaa, Al-Khitab, Al-Waqqar, Rad’ al-Sahawat and Al-Somood. Meanwhile, Al-
Wafaa announced the establishment of three new branches on the Internet: the ‘Turki al-
Binali Platoon’,  which will be responsible for the transcription, distribution and 3

uploading of informational materials to the Internet; the Hafidat al-'Aisha battalion, a 
group of women that will be responsible for the transcription, publication and 
uploading of informational materials to the Internet; the Rad' al-Sahawat battalion, 
which will be responsible for the publication of responses to jihad fighters, especially in 
Syria. In addition, Al-Wafaa called on anyone who wants to help Islam and defend the 
honor of jihad fighters to collaborate and undertake this task. Al-Wafaa also called on 
anyone interested in joining the media institution, and is knowledgeable and 
experienced in media (design, photography, writing, poetry, journalism, transcription, 
proofreading, content editing, translation, distribution and dissemination of 
propaganda materials, recording hymns, voice engineering, etc.) to contact the 
institution. 

https://www.npr.org/2017/11/06/562326147/fall-of-raqqa-delivers-sharp-blow-to-islamic-2

states-media-operation 
 Turki al-Binali was a senior religious figure in the Islamic State who was killed in a coalition 3

attack against the IS on May 31, 2017. Al-Binali also worked to recruit foreign fighters to the IS and 
was designated a terrorist by the United States, the European Union and the UN.
https://www.counterextremism.com/extremists/turki-al-binali 

 !2

The announcement of the merger

https://www.counterextremism.com/extremists/turki-al-binali
https://www.npr.org/2017/11/06/562326147/fall-of-raqqa-delivers-sharp-blow-to-islamic-states-media-operation
https://www.npr.org/2017/11/06/562326147/fall-of-raqqa-delivers-sharp-blow-to-islamic-states-media-operation
https://www.npr.org/2017/11/06/562326147/fall-of-raqqa-delivers-sharp-blow-to-islamic-states-media-operation
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- An article titled, “Incite the Supporters against the Polemic [Being Waged] by the Media 
of the Infidels” by Al-Layth al-Ansari. In the article, the author accused the US and its 
allies of waging an all-out war against the IS, including on the media front, and of 
hacking into the Twitter accounts and Facebook pages of its supporters. Al-Ansari 
added that on November 17, 2017 a hacker group announced its intention to completely 
erase the online presence of IS supporters. In light of this, the author wondered what the 
response to these threats should be. According to him, the solution lies in combining a 
physical attack on infidel lands in the West with a breach of the Internet sites and 
computers of western leaders and the planting of IS propaganda materials on these 
sites. He emphasized that “media is a weapon to be used accordingly”. In addition, the 
author called on Muslims who are experts in information security and hacking to teach 
their brothers hacking tools and methods, and to establish a hacking network against 
the Internet sites of the US and its allies, including Arab countries. According to him, an 
electronic attack may well serve IS operatives and undermine the countries that are 
attacked electronically. In his view, the goal of IS supporters is also to exploit the 
Internet to spread the ideology of the IS, and to strengthen the organization's popularity 
(November 27, 2017).4

iii. ENCOURAGEMENT FOR THE EXECUTION OF ‘LONE WOLF’ ATTACKS

The trend of publishing and disseminating leaflets encouraging the execution of ‘lone 
wolf’ attacks had been continuing for many months. The disseminators of the 
announcements design them in accordance with actual events, such as the following:
- During the  period under  review,  the  leaflets  contained threats  to  carry out  terrorist 

attacks against various targets on western soil, such as the Vatican, and to disrupt the 
soccer games set  to take place in Russia in the framework of  FIFA by assassinating 
athletes, for example.5

 https://plus.google.com/115244147766294916031/posts/DnszfvZfWUT 4

 November 2017. https://plus.google.com/115244147766294916031/posts/BYsPHk4kDC7  5

 !3

The article banner

https://plus.google.com/115244147766294916031/posts/DnszfvZfWUT
https://plus.google.com/115244147766294916031/posts/BYsPHk4kDC7
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iv. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AL-QAEDA’S MEDIA SYSTEM

While the IS worked on rehabilitating its media system, Al-Qaeda supporters online 
exploited the momentum and encouraged the enhancement of the organization's Internet 
presence.
- A visitor to Al-Fidaa jihadist Web forum, which is associated with Al-Qaeda, published 

correspondence calling on members of the forum to expand media activities on the 
forum. In his opinion, there is no point in crying over the closure of old jihadist forums, 
such as Al-Hisba and Al-Alahem; rather, they should focus on the present and view Al-

 !4

Banners encouraging the assassination of soccer players (source: Telegram)
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Fidaa forum as a vital and central platform in the jihadist information system that will 
be responsible for disseminating the messages of Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri (October 5, 
2017).6

1.2.Recruitment
An examination of the recruitment activities of terrorist groups found a concentration of 
efforts on recruiting foreign fighters to the Islamic State’s East Asia branch, which was 
reflected in an extensive discourse on encrypted media channels and the distribution of 
photos from the graduation ceremonies of new rounds of soldiers. Hayat Tahrir al-Sham 
and Ansar Ghazwat al-Hind also published announcements calling for recruits to join the 
ranks of the organizations in Syria and Kashmir, respectively.
i. RECRUITMENT TO IS BRANCHES IN EAST ASIA, KHORASAN AND YEMEN

In light of the geopolitical changes that have begun to take place in IS territories, the 
organization directed its recruitment efforts to peripheral areas – East Asia, Khorasan and 
Yemen. Several references to the topic were noted online:
- On a Telegram group, an IS supporter wrote that more foreign fighters are arriving to 

the city of Marawi at the same time as recruitment efforts by the IS in the Philippines are 
increasing (Telegram, October 2, 2017). The post coincided with a news item that was 
published in early September according to which approximately 30 foreign fighters 
were recruited by IS activists to join the campaign against the Philippine government in 
Marawi. The battle continued for several months (since the imposition of the blockade 
in May) and became the most aggressive military operation carried out with IS support 
outside of Syria and Iraq; the fighters in Marawi revolted against the Marawi 
government before swearing allegiance to the IS, and evidence indicates that they 
received funding and assistance from the IS command (September 2, 2017).7

 http://www.alfidaaforum.net/vb/showthread.php?t=1200626

  https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/03/world/asia/isis-fighters-philippines-indonesia.html7

 !5

A screenshot from Telegram

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/03/world/asia/isis-fighters-philippines-indonesia.html
http://www.alfidaaforum.net/vb/showthread.php?t=120062
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- On Telegram channels that disseminate IS news, including Al-Furat and Nashir, it was 
reported that a new round of soldiers was recruited to the IS and completed the training 
course at Sheikh Abdul al-Husayb training camp in Khorasan Province (Telegram, 
November 19, 2017).

- Al-Hayat jihadist media institution published the fourth video in a series titled, “Inside 
the Khilafa”. In the video, which was filmed in English, a speaker of Singapore origin 
named Abu ‘Uqayl addressed the mujahideen in East Asia and blessed them for 
strengthening the structure of the Caliphate and bringing happiness to the heart of the 
faithful. He asked his audience to carry out hijra and jihad, and join the ranks of the 
mujahideen in East Asia or, alternatively, to make their way to Syria, Khorasan, Yemen, 
West Africa and Libya (Telegram, September 24, 2017).

 !6

A photo of new recruits (source: Telegram)

A screenshot from the fourth video in the series titled, “Inside the 
Khilafa” (source: Telegram)
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ii. RECRUITMENT TO HAYAT TAHRIR AL-SHAM

Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, a Salafi-jihadist organization in Syria, is recruiting police officers 
and fighters to its ranks, as evidenced in the following campaigns:
- The police department of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham published on its Twitter account a help-

wanted ad calling on anyone interested in joining its ranks to contact the organization 
via a phone number on WhatsApp in order to coordinate arrival to its offices to fill out 
the relevant registration forms (telegram, September 18, 2017).

- In the beginning of November 2017, a member of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, a Salafi-jihadist 
umbrella organization in Syria, launched a Twitter campaign titled, “What are you 
Waiting For?” The campaign urged Muslims and jihad fighters to travel to Syria to take 
part in the battle against the enemies of Islam.  8

 November 5, 2017. https://twitter.com/AlansareHmza/status/927412480720195584 8

 !7

A help-wanted ad for the police 
department in Hayat Tahrir al-Sham

A banner from the online recruitment campaign, 
“What are you Waiting For?”

https://twitter.com/AlansareHmza/status/927412480720195584
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iii. RECRUITMENT TO ANSAR GHAZWAT AL-HIND

- Ansar Ghazwat Al-Hind, a jihadist organization in Kashmir that was established in July 
2017, is recruiting fighters.

- Al-Hurr jihadist media institution, the media wing of Ansar Ghazwat Al-Hind, posted a 
message  (September  18,  2017)  on  its  Telegram  channel  that  everyone  must  try  to 
overthrow corrupt regimes and dictators, and invited fighters to join its ranks.9

1.3.Financing
During the period under review, two financing channels were identified. The first channel 
is online purchasing using the Zcash digital currency that was recommended for use by 
the Afaq media institution, which is associated with the IS. The second is the fulfilment of 
zakat and its accessibility through the use of crowdfunding sites that enable an 
anonymous donation on both sides; this method of financing is used by the Australian 
women’s organization, Nur al-Hedayya, which —  in addition to its missionary activities – 
has ties to terrorism supporters on the Internet. In addition, it was discovered that a 
European building materials company made “protection fee” payments to the IS and other 
armed militias in 2014 in exchange for avoiding harm and disruption to the concrete 
factory that it owned.

i. THE USE OF VIRTUAL CURRENCY BY JIHADISTS

The extent of jihadists’ use of digital currency is unclear, but it is evident that the subject is 
discussed in cyberspace. For instance:
- The Telegram account, "Technical Support of Afaq Electronic Foundation”, a media 

group associated with the IS that focuses on the publication of materials related to the 
cyber field, addressed a question posed by a visitor about whether use of the bitcoin 
virtual currency for online purchases is safe. After a short explanation about what the 

 For more details about the establishment of this group, see Cyber Report no. 23.9

https://www.ict.org.il/Article/2111/cyber-report-no-23-june-august-2017#gsc.tab=0 

 !8

A banner encouraging enlistment (source: Telegram)

https://www.ict.org.il/Article/2111/cyber-report-no-23-june-august-2017#gsc.tab=0
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bitcoin currency is, the writer proposed a better alternative for safe purchasing on the 
Internet using the Zcash virtual currency (Telegram, October 18, 2017).

ii. DONATIONS THROUGH CROWDFUNDING SITES

Nur al-Hedayya is a charity run by women, based in Australia, which operates in the 
international arena. According to its self-definition, the organization acts for the sake of the 
Muslim Nation by providing economic assistance, emotional support and general help to 
the Muslim population. The organization has a prominent presence on the Internet and 
many social media accounts. An investigation into its validity revealed that it does not 
appear on the Australian Authority's list of charities and non-profit organizations. In the 
framework of the content uploaded to the organization’s various accounts, content 
belonging to radical Islamic thinkers and propagandists designated by the United Nations 
appeared alongside fundraising,.  The following is a list of the organization’s fundraising 10

activities during the period under review:
- On  the  organization’s  Telegram  channel,  a  request  for  donations  in  the  amount  of 

$14,000 was posted (September 2, 2017), to be used to purchase land housing a mosque 
that serves a small Muslim community in the Philippines. Potential donors were asked 
to  transfer  donations  using  the  online  funding  site,  GoGetFunding,  which  enables 
anonymous donations for both the donor and the recipient.11

 For more details about the organization’s activities, see Cyber Report no. 21. https://10

www.ict.org.il/Article/2097/cyber-review-no-21#gsc.tab=0 
 https://gogetfunding.com/masjidalfurqan2017/11

 !9

A banner recommending online purchasing using Zcash virtual 
currency (source: Telegram)

https://gogetfunding.com/masjidalfurqan2017/
https://www.ict.org.il/Article/2097/cyber-review-no-21#gsc.tab=0
https://www.ict.org.il/Article/2097/cyber-review-no-21#gsc.tab=0
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- A similar fundraising campaign initiated by the organization (September 11, 2017) was 
for  ongoing  financial  support  for  prisoners  and  their  families  to  pay  their  living 
expenses. The campaign was run on the crowdfunding sire, YouCaring.12

iii. THE PUBLICATION OF ZAKAT DISTRIBUTION

- A photo was posted and disseminated on the Telegram channels of IS supporters 
(September 14, 2017), which described the work of the zakat office of the Khalid ibn al-
Walid Army, a Salafi-jihadist militia that serves as the IS branch in southwest Syria. The 
photo showed the distribution of funds collected through the zakat office.

1.4.Logistics
i. THE MANUFACTURE AND PURCHASE OF WEAPONS

Terror-supporting groups purchased weapons online and distributed digital guidebooks 
on how to prepare them. Two incidents dealt with this issue:
- At the Erez crossing, products were seized that were ordered on the Internet and 

apparently intended for terrorist elements in the Gaza Strip. Among the products that 
were seized were binoculars, drones, two-way radios, camouflage, weapons parts, and 
more (November 14, 2017).13

- The purchase of weapons is usually carried out on black markets on the darknet, while 
in this case the products were ordered from Web sites on the Internet, such as Ali 
Express.

- On Telegram groups that support global jihad and encourage “lone wolf” attacks, a 
variety of digital guidebooks were distributed on preparing weapons independently 
from household materials (Telegram).

 https://www.youcaring.com/familiesoftheaseer-864990?12

utm_source=frlive&utm_content=cf_cp_01 
 https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-5042678,00.html 13

 !10

Screenshots from guidebooks on preparing weapons (source: Telegram)

https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-5042678,00.html
https://www.youcaring.com/familiesoftheaseer-864990?utm_source=frlive&utm_content=cf_cp_01
https://www.youcaring.com/familiesoftheaseer-864990?utm_source=frlive&utm_content=cf_cp_01
https://www.youcaring.com/familiesoftheaseer-864990?utm_source=frlive&utm_content=cf_cp_01
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ii. PLANNING PHYSICAL OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY

- The Deputy Secretary of the US Department of Homeland Security warned that it is 
clear from intelligence that terrorist organizations are looking to bring down aircraft 
and are continuing to plan showcase attacks similar to the attack on the Twin Towers. 
According to her, the Islamic State is planning a major move, and in the meantime 
jihadists are carrying out stabbing or ramming attacks in order to maintain a low profile 
and cash flow; it should not be inferred from these small-scale attacks that the 
organizations have given up on aviation attacks.  This is consistent with the 14

propaganda being disseminated that encourages the perpetration of showcase attacks, 
while referring to the September 11 attacks as insignificant compared to the attacks yet 
to come.

2. The Defensive Domain
During the period under review, several trends were observed that shared the common 
denominator of privacy protection. (1) Throughout the Internet, recommendations were 
made for anonymous surfing, including a recommendation for private virtual networks 
and software whose default is a Tor router, as well as a recommendation for local privacy 
by converting cleaner software to protect the privacy of user files. (2) Recommendations 
were posted on jihadist Telegram channels to use an application that encrypts end-to-end 
voice calls, a function that enables secret operational coordination. Until now, jihadists 
have used end-to-end encryption of text messages for the different purpose of 
disseminating propaganda. (3) Terrorist organizations attributed importance to the use of 
a unique identification code to verify the integrity of the information, apparently against 
the background of heightened awareness of information security. It seems that this is one 
response to the frequent forgeries of groups. Another response to the phenomenon of 
forgeries is the publication of warnings by the IS regarding those entities that disseminate 
false content. (5) Technological guidebooks were published and disseminated on the 
Internet for community use. The guidebooks are based on the development of Western 
software and make information about them accessible to IS supporters. (6) In an effort to 
improve anonymous browsing on mobile devices and maintain the privacy of local user 
files, recommendations were published for dedicated software alongside a 
recommendation to physically block the mobile camera for reasons of user security.

 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/islamists-are-still-plotting-another-9-11-says-14

america-3lk0v6vjw 
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https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/islamists-are-still-plotting-another-9-11-says-america-3lk0v6vjw
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/islamists-are-still-plotting-another-9-11-says-america-3lk0v6vjw
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/islamists-are-still-plotting-another-9-11-says-america-3lk0v6vjw
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2.1.Anonymity and Privacy
During the period under review, the theme of anonymity and privacy was highlighted in 
recommendations for the use of virtual private networks (VPN), a recommendation for 
anonymous surfing using AnonSurf, which routes traffic via Tor, and a recommendation 
for cleaner software to hide traces of private information. Among the publications by the 
Afaq jihadist media group, which is associated with the IS and focuses on the publication 
of cyber-related materials, were the following:
- A recommendation to use VPN services for the Android operating system, including an 

illustrated guide for the user that reviews the importance of Internet anonymity for the 
mujahideen, reviews the advantages and disadvantages of the VPN, and recommends 
the Nord, F-Secure Freedome, hide.me and Pure applications with links to download 
them and explanations on how to install each application (Telegram, September 6, 2017). 
In a subsequent publication, the group updated the list of recommendations for VPN 
services and removed Pure VPN from the list for violating the privacy of users. In 
addition, it published a recommendation to use VPN software as well as ways to use 
them on computers and routers.

- A recommendation to use AnonSurf, a function for anonymous surfing that is offered by 
the Parrot Security operating system, which automatically routes the user’s Internet 
traffic to Tor use. The recommendation was published on both the closed Telegram 
channel and on the public site, PasteThis.at (Telegram, September 9, 2017).15

 https://pastethis.at/tPbj1cui15
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the banner of a guidebook on using VPN services.
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- A recommendation to use BleachBit, software that frees disk space quickly and is also 
offered for the protection of personal information. By using BleachBit, it is possible to 
clean cache memory, delete cookies, clear browsing history, shred temporary files and 
delete records; BleachBit has unique functions, such as deleting files to prevent 
discovery, clearing disk space to hide traces, and more.

2.2.Encrypted Communication
The use of encrypted communication is an essential aspect for terrorism supporters on the 
Internet and they are looking for new ways to communicate securely and regularly. 
During the period under review, recommendations were published for the use of 
encryption for text messages, such as applications for instant messaging, encrypted e-mail 
and encrypted chat rooms, alongside a recommendation for the use of encryption services 
for voice calls. While the encryption of text messages can (also) be used for the purpose of 
mass distribution, end-to-end encryption of voice calls is more suitable for private 
conversations and, therefore, it can be assumed that this type of recommendation is 
intended to meet the need for logistic-operational coordination. Below are some of the 
recommendations:
- On the Afaq Telegram group, recommendations were published for the use of 

Conversations, Gajim and Pidgin encrypted communication clients with instant 
messaging services (September 7, 2017). Appearing alongside banners with these 
recommendations were links to public Pasting sites, including user manuals. 
(Unorganized) IS supporters also recommend using the encrypted email, Protonmail.
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- A recommendation by Afaq’s technical support room to use the Conversations chat 
application together with the Omemeo encrypted protocol on Android devices, the Chat 
Secure application on iPhone devices, and the Gajim software on Windows and Lenux 
operating systems (telegram, September 7, 2017). It also published an explanation on 
installing the ZOM application, which is designed to enable encrypted conversations on 
iPhones and Android devices.

- Other recommendations were made for the Riot.im and Wickr applications, and they 
were also published in Afaq’s group chat rooms on the Riot application.
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- The Cyber Security Telegram group, which is associated with Al-Qaeda, published 
recommendations for using an updated version of the Threema application, which 
provides end-to-end encryption for voice calls (September 14, 2017).

2.3. Unique Identification Code as a Means of Information Security
Terrorist organizations attribute importance to the use of a unique identification code to 
verify the integrity of information. It seems that the high awareness of information 
security was the result of frequent forgeries by groups online. Another response to the 
phenomenon of forgeries is the publication of warnings by the IS regarding those entities 
that disseminate false content.
- The Cyber Security Telegram group (Al-Qaeda) and IS-supporting Telegram groups 

highlighted the importance of using a unique identification code as a means of 
information security. A checksum is a code that enables the identification of errors in the 
download file and ensures that the integrity of the data is not compromised. In this way, 
the groups that distribute the content provide a means of verifying that the file 
downloaded by the user is, in fact, the original file distributed by the advertiser. The 
user must compare the checksum that was provided to him in this banner with the 
checksum that he will receive after downloading the file. The comparison is performed 
using a predefined checksum calculator, which serves as a conversion key and issues 
the checksum. If the checksum that was received in the downloaded file is identical to 
the checksum that was provided in advance, it is an indication that integrity of the 
information was not compromised.
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2.4.Warnings About Fake Accounts
A common phenomenon is the "forgery" of IS Telegram groups. This refers to social 
network accounts whose operators create a false display as if they are distributing official 
IS content. Sometimes the imitation is done deliberately and sometimes unintentionally, 
but one of the ways that terror-supporting activists on the Internet deal with the 
publication of false content is by spreading warnings against those suspected of forgery.
- A pamphlet was distributed throughout Telegram warning IS supporters of fake 

channels that identify with the organization’s name. It stated that for a period of time 
Telegram channels and groups have been opened that adopted names similar to IS 
official media groups but they are not official, and they disseminate misinformation that 
misleads IS supporters. In the pamphlet, it was recommended to contact only the official 
Telegram channels of the IS, which are Nashir in Arabic and Halammu in English. In 
addition, warnings were published about Telegram accounts posing as the Afaq media 
institution (Telegram, September 19, 2017).
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Banners warning about fake accounts (source: Telegram)
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- A warning to Web surfers not to make contact with the Telegram account called “Umm 
Tabith Filastiniyyah” and not to click on links that the above-mentioned account 
publishes since they are designed to track users and their posts (Telegram, October 22, 
2017).

2.5.Dissemination of Technological Guidebooks
In addition to the recommendations for use, terrorism-supporting entities on the Internet 
are also disseminating guidebooks that expand the scope of information and make it 
accessible to laymen. These guidebooks are based on software and infrastructure 
developed in the West and they provide an additional layer of detailed guidance on how 
to use them, accompanied by pictures and explanations. The guidebooks mainly focus on 
anonymity on the Internet and privacy protection of user information, but there is also a 
guidebook that teaches programming in PHP language, which deals mainly with 
developing applications for the Internet. Among the guidebooks that were published:

- A member of Al-Fidaa jihadist Web forum, which serves as a platform for Al-Qaeda’s 
official publications, published a short guidebook containing a series of lessons on how 
to write code based on PHP language (November 15, 2017).  Another member of the 16

forum published a guidebook on how to install the Tor browser on a cell phone 
(November 30, 2017).17

 http://www.alfidaaforum.net/vb/showthread.php?t=120552 16

7 http://www.alfidaaforum.net/vb/showthread.php?t=120722 17
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- The Afaq media group published an article about attempts by the German intelligence 
agency, BND, to breach the encrypted Tor network. According to the article, even 
though international intelligence agencies have high capabilities, it cannot be 
established unequivocally that they have the ability to expose the identity of all users in 
the Tor network and, therefore, every Web surfer must take the following precautions: 
one must avoid surfing on Web sites that use HTTP protocol via the TOR network since 
the administrator of the site can expose unencrypted data. Therefore, one must be sure 
to surf on HTTPS protocol in order to verify that the Tor browser will always be the 
updated version and to avoid operating JavaScript; it is preferable not to use the Tor 
network to browse personal accounts, such as Facebook; it is preferable to use the VPN 
service in order to protect privacy and then use the Tor network in order to prevent 
anyone from knowing about the Tor use.

- A guidebook about how to install and use the Riot application, encrypted chat software 
(October 26, 2017). s technical support'On the Afaq group account, it was recommended 
to use Riot over Facebook, Twitter and Telegram because of the application’s high level 
of security and the user’s ability to select a server on which to store the data (October 
28, 2017).
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- A collection of guidebooks titled, “The Technology Archive”, which was published by 
Afaq regarding the safe and secure use cyberspace (October 28, 2017).

2.6.Protecting Privacy in Mobile Usage
The mobile arena saw prominent trends of anonymous surfing and privacy protection of 
local user files; in these contexts, recommendations were published for relevant designated 
software. Mobile software recommendations included:
- A guidebook on how to install Tor on mobile phones, on various applications such as 

Twitter and Telegram using the Orbot application. Orbot enables the use of Internet 
services without Internet service providers being able to monitor content (Telegram, 
September 11, 2017).   Use of the Orbot application was recommended by the 18

Horizons/Afaq Telegram group (which is associated with the IS) and by the Cyber 
Security (Al-Qaeda) Telegram group (Telegram, September 11, 2017).

 November 8, 2017. https://pastethis.at/KHf2HB5y 18
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- A list of recommended applications for download and installation on mobile phones for 
secure browsing and the protection of user details. Among the applications: open apk; 
Protonmail; Tutanota mail; ESET mobail security; Fake gps; D-vasive pr; Locker; 
iSHREDDER Enterprise PRO; F-droid; Adaway; Anysoftkeyboard; Indic Keyboard.19

- A recommendation to paste a bandage or blackened adhesive tape on computer and cell 
phone cameras in order to prevent an attacker from take pictures of the user in case the 
device is hacked (Telegram, October 28, 2017). 

- A guidebook on how to use the EDS application, which is designed to encrypt and hide 
folders on Android devices (Telegram, November 1, 2017).

3. The Offensive Domain
In the offensive domain, the widespread use of the Internet by terrorism supporters 
included defacement, hacking into social media accounts or reporting accounts as 
violating the terms of use in order to bring about their suspension. During the period 
under review, there was change in the targets and expressed intention of attacks. The IS-
supporting hacker group, Cyber Caliphate Ghosts, expressed the desire and intention to 
attack strategic targets, including governmental, military and educational institution sites 
in order to steal and leak sensitive information. In the absence of the offensive ability to 

 November 29, 2017. https://pastethis.at/4d8B6xUB 19
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implement the actual intent, IS supporters attacked educational institutions and social 
media accounts.

3.1.Cyber-Attacks against Educational Institutions
IS-supporting hackers carried out cyber-attacks against targets in the education sector. 
Educational institutions are considered an easy target for a cyber-attack in light of the low 
level of information security used in this sector.  Two attacks were identified:20

- The IS-supporting hacker group, Cyber Caliphate Ghosts, published a video in which it 
declared an electronic war against the Crusaders countries fighting against the IS. The 
first targets that were designated for cyber-attacks were military and governmental 
sites, and it was explained that the hackers intend to attack infrastructure and leak 
personal information. In a subsequent publication, a list was distributed on Telegram 
channels containing information about 17,487 personal meetings of students with 
academic advisors that was stolen from the University of Michigan. The list does not 
reveal personal information of the individuals who appear on it, but it indicates the 
ability to hack into the databases of an academic center, as opposed to the widespread 
defacement attacks. It should be noted that this is not the first time that the University 
of Michigan site has been hacked. In November 2006, hackers breached the university’s 
databases and stole the personal information of students and faculty members, 
including names, social security numbers and birth dates, and the information was 
leaked online.21

 https://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/dark-overlord-new-cyber-threat-puts-schools-risk 20
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- The IS-supporting hacker group, Team System DZ, hacked into the servers of a 
company that hosts school sites in New Jersey and posted propaganda videos on the 
sites encouraging recruitment to the IS. The cyber-attack lasted approximately two 
hours during which the sites posted IS propaganda videos through YouTube uploads. It 
is believed that personal information of students or staff was not leaked, and that the 
attack amounted to defacement and propaganda; the case was transferred to the FBI for 
investigation (November 7, 2017).22

3.2.Breaches of Social Media Accounts
Prevalent activities of terrorism supporters on the Internet included defacement attacks, 
hacking into social media accounts or reporting accounts as violating the terms of use in 
order to bring about their suspension. For example, the UCC boasted of perpetrating the 

following hacking attacks (according to the organization’s own definition):
- The UCC carried out a series of breaches of user accounts on social media networks. The 

hackers uploaded screenshots to the Telegram group documenting the breaches. Parallel 
activity included reporting user accounts as violating the terms of use and causing their 
suspension, activity that was also documented by screenshots uploaded to the group's 
Telegram group.

- The  UCC  published  (November  24,  2017)  a  four-minute  video  in  which  the  group 
boasted about the breach of hundreds of user accounts on Facebook and Twitter. The 

http://www.nj.com/essex/index.ssf/2017/11/22

hack_posts_isis_recruitment_video_on_nj_school_web.html 
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group leaked a partial list of user names and passwords to the hacked accounts, and 
according to the video the group also created hundreds of new accounts on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram, with the final message being that the UCC was back in action 
and “we will make your sites a tool to our media”. The group’s Instagram accounts 
have been in existence for a long time but there has been a recent increase in the use of 
this platform due to the ability to transfer videos (known on Instagram as a "story") that 
are automatically deleted shortly after uploading them. The video is accompanied by 
subtitles in English and Arabic simultaneously, and is of high quality.

4. Cyber-Crime and Cyber-Terrorism
At the interface between cyber-crime and cyber-terrorism, two trends were prominent 
during the period under review. (1) Cyber criminals are launching a variety of state-level 
spy campaigns. (2) Hackers are “cyber” attacking infrastructure, transportation and 
aviation. Especially prominent was the Iranian hacker group, APT33, which expressed 
great interest in spying on aviation, both military and commercial, as well as the eastern 
European hacker group, Dragonfly, which was responsible for cyber spying campaigns 
against critical infrastructure of energy companies in various countries in recent years.
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4.1.  A Variety of Spyware Campaigns
During the period under review, several cyber spying campaigns were identified. The 
campaigns were carried out by a variety of attackers using various types of attacks. 
Although we cannot link the activities of these groups with terrorist groups, the fact that 
these groups are independently operating outside the state framework increases the 
likelihood of future cooperation between these groups and cyber terrorist groups. Below is 
some of the information that was published on this subject:
- A cyber spying group named “SowBug” was discovered by the Symantec company. 

Company investigators discovered that the hackers, who have apparently been 
operating since 2015, carry out secret cyber-attacks against foreign policy institutions, 
governmental bodies and diplomatic targets in Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru and 
Malaysia. The group infiltrates its targets by means of a malware known as “Felismus”, 
a sophisticated Remote Access Trojan (RAT) with modular construction that allows 
attackers to take control of the attacked system, communicate with remote servers, 
download files and execute shell commands.

- Security officials in Saudi Arabia said that the Kingdom has been under ongoing attack 
by a large-scale cyber spying attack since February against five Middle Eastern 
countries, including Israel, and several countries outside the region. Saudi Arabia’s 
National center for Cyber Security announced that the Kingdom was attacked by a 
hacker group calling itself “MuddyWater”.23

- A report that was published by the company, FireEye, revealed the existence of the 
APT33 Iranian hacker group that has the potential to carry out devastating cyber-
attacks. In the report, company analysts revealed that the group has had the ability to 
carry out spying attacks since 2013 and they assume that their activities are supported 
by the Iranian government. The targets attacked by the group were varied – and 
included command headquarters in the US, Saudi Arabia and South Korea – and the 
group has a strong interest in aviation, both military and commercial, as well as interest 
in the energy sector and petrochemical plants (September 25, 2017). Its method of 
operation is “spear phishing”, in which emails are sent to company employees that 

 http://www.arabnews.com/node/1196606/saudi-arabia23
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contain content adapted to the relevant employee, enticing the recipient to open it. The 
email contains malicious code which, in turn, opens a “backdoor” for hacker use.24

4.2.Attacks against Infrastructure, Transportation and Aviation
During the period under review, a clear trend of activity involving infrastructure, 
transportation and aviation was identified. Naturally, hacking into the computing systems 
of critical infrastructure is more difficult to carry out, but the following incidents indicate 
its feasibility.
i. DETENTION FACILITY — DAMAGE TO INFORMATION INTEGRITY

- A 27-year-old man from Michigan named Konrad Voits was accused of hacking into the 
government computer system of the Washtenaw County Jail in order to release his 
friend before the expected time by changing the information in his prisoner file and 
updating the release date to an earlier date than the one imposed on him by the court. 
He confessed to the actions attributed to him, which he performed a year ago while 
using malware, phishing and social engineering. By breaking into the system, he had 
access to the passwords, e-mail addresses and personal information of over 1,600 
employees, as well as search warrants and personal files of prisoners, but he was caught 
when guards noticed changes and alerted the FBI.25

ii. CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE – DAMAGE TO INFORMATION CONFIDENTIALITY

Hackers attacked critical infrastructure, including electrical, energy, nuclear and aviation 
facilities. The campaigns were for the purposes of spying but it seems that the attackers 
have offensive knowledge/experience to cause substantial damage. For example:
- The hacker group, “Dragonfly”, hacked into American and European electrical facilities 

(September 7, 2017). The group is of eastern European origin and is responsible for 
cyber spying campaigns against the critical infrastructure of energy companies in 
various countries in recent years. In 2014, it was reported that the Dragonfly group had 
the capability to carry out destructive cyber activities against the operators of oil 
pipelines, electric companies and other industrial control systems (ICS). Symantec 
researchers are now warning against Dragonfly 2.0, which they say can disrupt or take 
over such systems should it decide to do so.26

- The US Department of Homeland Security and the FBI warned (October 22, 2017) that 
hackers have been carrying out sophisticated cyber attacks against nuclear, electrical, 
aviation and water facilities, critical infrastructure and government agencies in the US 

 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/report-iran-group-hacks-aviation-petrochemical-24
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since May. It seems that in several cases, the hackers managed to breach the attacked 
systems and gather intelligence, but it was not possible to estimate the damage that was 
caused. The attack is carried out through targeted phishing of employees at the attacked 
companies. The hackers have been identified as the "Breserk Bear" group associated 
with the Russian government and have known experience in attacking organizations in 
the energy, transportation and financial sectors.27

iii. RANGE OF ATTACKS AGAINST TRANSPORTATION AND AVIATION SYSTEMS

During the period under review, black hat hackers attacked an urban transport system and 
a private transport company (Uber); white hat hackers breached a Boeing passenger plane 
system. Thus, a trend of attacks against these sectors is taking shape, including:
- Sacramento’s transit department system suffered a ransom attack during which the 

hackers deleted information while threatening to inflict greater damage if they were not 
paid $8,000 in virtual bitcoin currency. According to Deputy General Manager, Mark 
Lonergan, the attack encrypted portions of computer programs on the agency's servers 
that affect internal operations, including the ability to use the computers to dispatch 
workers and assign buses to routes. After the incident, the agency removed its home 
page from the network and shut down its credit card processing systems as part of the 
recovery process.  28

- Uber was hacked and 57 million customer records were stolen by hackers. These lists 
included information about customer names, email addresses, telephone numbers and 
drivers license numbers. Instead of informing the customers, Uber paid the hackers 
$100,000 in exchange for deleting the information collected and as hush money. The 
CEO of the company noted that at the end of 2016, the company was informed that two 
non-employees had unauthorized access to user data stored on the third-party cloud-
based servers that it uses. He noted, however, that the incident did not disrupt the 
company’s systems or organizational infrastructure. The Attorney General of New York 
opened an investigation and Uber was even sued for negligence by a customer who 
seeks to file a class action against the company.  29

 http://www.calcalist.co.il/internet/articles/0,7340,L-3723274,00.html 27
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- In this context, it should be noted that "white hat" hackers breached the system of a 
Boeing passenger plane as part of an experiment by the US Department of Homeland 
Security using radio communication (November 16, 2017). Although it is an old 
airplane, it is still used by airlines around the world. Hacking into airplanes requires 
great expertise and is considered one of the major dangers of flying.  The choice to hack 30

into the plane adds to the trend of incidents involving transportation and aviation, 
which was evident during the period under review, and is consistent with remarks 
made by the Deputy Secretary of the US Department of Homeland Security, who 
warned that terrorist organizations are looking to bring down aircraft and continue to 
plan showcase attacks similar to the attack on the Twin Towers (see p. 10).

5. International Response
Responses to cyber threats were reflected on a variety of fronts: (1) The trend of promoting 
joint activities continued, including the coordination of joint and synchronized operations 
between law enforcement agencies and the signing of intelligence sharing agreements 
between law enforcement agencies and technology companies. (2) In the political-legal 
arena, the US and Europe are promoting legislative initiatives specific to the cyber world. 
In addition, the US is filing indictments against foreign hackers for a variety of cyber-
attacks that were carried out against US firms. (3) During the period under review, cyber 
departments were established in the intelligence systems in the field of the Securities 
Exchange and in court. The diversity attests to the need for functional cyber departments 
to specialize in a specific sector niche.

5.1.Cooperation
One of the basic principles for dealing effectively with cyber threats and terrorist 
operatives is cooperation. The trend reflected during the period under provided a 
response to the recommendations of the UN Task Force from 2011, which emphasized the 
need for cross-sectoral cooperation, with an emphasis on the participation of technology 
companies alongside legislative adjustments.  31

i. JOINT EXERCISES AND OPERATIONS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

Operational cooperation between law enforcement agencies helped to effectively combat 
cyber-crime and cyber-terrorism. For example:
- Last summer, Operation Bayonet was launched, which aimed to bring down the 

AlphaBay and Hansa black markets, which are considered the largest markets on the 
darknet. The joint operation was synchronized between law enforcement agencies from 
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various countries, including the US, Canada and Thailand, and these black markets 
were indeed shut down upon its completion.  The closure, along with a screenshot of 
the site, was published in the Cyber Security Telegram group, which is associated with 
Al-Qaeda.

- Europol, the European Police Office, announced that it had carried out a cyber 
operation with international cooperation that included the FBI and in the framework of 
which they succeeded in dismantling a network of botnets that infected millions of 
computers with the Andromeda malware; one infected computer became another tool 
on the hacker’s botnet network and could be used to spread viruses under the control of 
the hacker without the owner’s knowledge. During the operation, a suspect from 
Belarus responsible for the attempted attack was arrested.32

- In a joint international operation, law enforcement agencies brought down over 20,520 
sites for the illegal sale of counterfeit goods, including luxury products, sports apparel, 
electronics and pharmaceuticals on e-commerce platforms and social networks. This 
industry brings in approximately 460 billion dollars a year.  The operation was named 33

“In Our Sites” and was carried out by Europol, the US National Intellectual Property 
Rights Coordination Centre, the FBI, the US Department of Justice and law enforcement 
authorities from 27 other countries belonging to the European Union. In a report by 
Union Des Fabricants (UNIFAB) from 2016, it stated that commercial and industrial 

 http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/363142-europol-fbi-take-down-massive-andromeda-32
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counterfeiting poses a real threat to the global economy. The report also emphasized the 
proven connection between the counterfeiting industry and terrorism financing.34

- The Central Bank in Holland formulated (November 14, 2017) a team of cyber security 
experts  and  hackers  to  carry  out  covert  "friendly"  attacks  on  banks,  markets  and 
clearing houses.  The team's work was designed to identify weaknesses in the various 35

systems in order to standardize and improve their resilience.
ii. AGREEMENTS FOR AUTHORITIES TO SHARE INTELLIGENCE WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR

As architects of the Internet, technology corporations are in the best position to prevent 
cyber-crime. (If and) until their liability is formalized, corporations sign voluntary 
agreements. For example: Cisco and Interpol announced an agreement for cooperation in 
the field of cyber intelligence in the framework of the joint battle against cyber-crimes. 
Interpol’s Global Complex for Innovation is located in Singapore. The agreement will 
include the development of a coordinated and focused data-sharing approach for the 
rapid identification of a threat worldwide and for the sharing of information and 
training.36

- Kaspersky Labs, a Russian company for computer protection products, agreed to share 
intelligence with Interpol that relates to data on the activity of cyber criminals (October 
22, 2017). The agreement was signed against the backdrop of accusations by the US 
administration according to which Kaspersky Labs grants Russian intelligence agents 
access to their customers' computers by means of "passive collection" – a technique used 
in antivirus applications in which files identified as malicious are sent to the company’s 
servers in order to improve the level of accuracy of the detection mechanism. The 
company rejected the allegations against it.37

- The company, Cyberbit, provided ISE Systems, a consulting and services provider in 
cyber security issues, with the Cyberbit Range training and simulation platform 
(November 28, 2017). ISE Systems recently opened a cyber training center in Paris to 
authorize new cyber defense experts, and conduct simulation training for cyber 

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/documents/11370/71142/Counterfeiting+34

%26%20terrorism/7c4a4abf-05ee-4269-87eb-c828a5dbe3c6 
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employees in companies and government organizations in the region. It should be 
noted that in less than two years, Cyberbit has provided the platform system to a 
number of training centers in Europe, Asia and North America.38

- Japan  and  Singapore  signed  a  cyber  agreement  (September  23,  2017)  to  promote 
cooperation in the filed of cyber security. The move serves as another chain in a series of 
agreements signed by Singapore with key players in the cyber arena in light of  the 
increasing threats against them. Among the steps taken by Singapore were the passing 
of relevant laws and the establishment of a Cyber Security Agency (CSA).39

5.2. Law and Justice ,Policy
i. PROMOTING LEGISLATION AND REGULATION IN THE CYBER ARENA

- In the United States, two new cyber laws were passed whose purpose is to encourage 
the strengthening of IoT security (November 8, 2017). The first, the Cyber Shield Act of 
2017, is designed to help the IoT industry focus on the development and manufacturing 
of products that are safe to use. The second, the IoT Cybersecurity Improvement Act, is 
designed to provide a security solution for Internet-connected products purchased by 
the US government, and it imposes liability on the manufacturer/contractor to verify by 
written certificate that their devices are safe to use, have no known vulnerabilities or 
defects, and can be safely updated in the future.40

- The President of the European Commission published recommendations in the field of 
cyber-security (September 13, 2017). The recommendations promote the reform of 
Europe's efforts to combat cyber vulnerabilities that mainly include a “soft” cyber 
strategy. In addition, it was recommended to approve a renewed mandate for ENISA 
and to grant it new authorities and additional resources. These measures complement 
the upcoming move designed to implement the cyber security directive (aka Network 
and Information Security Directive) in May 2018. This directive is the first legislation by 
the EU on cyber-security and its main purpose is to establish a minimum competence at 
the political level, promote cooperation between member states, and require certain 
operators of critical infrastructure and digital services to report serious cyber 
incidents.41
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ii. THE FILING OF INDICTMENTS AND PROSECUTION

The US filed indictments against foreign hackers for cyber-attacks against large American 
firms:
- In the US, an indictment was filed against an Iranian resident citizen named Behzad 

Mesri for hacking into the computer systems of the HBO cable television channel earlier 
this year. Federal authorities accused Mesri of stealing episodes of “Game of Thrones” 
that had not yet been aired and demanding a ransom in the amount of six million 
dollars from the company via bitcoin virtual currency. According to the lawsuit 
documents, Behzad Mesri is a member of the Turk Black Hat group and used to work 
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for the Iranian army where he was involved in attacks against military networks, 
networks of nuclear facilities, and infrastructure in Israel.42

- An indictment was filed in the US against three hackers, Chinese citizens who worked 
for the Chinese security company, Boyusec, on charges of corporate espionage. It turned 
out that the company served as a front organization for a group of Chinese spies known 
as APT3 or Gothic Panda. According to the indictment, they worked between 2011-2017 
for the Chinese government, two of the hackers are founders and shareholders of 
Boyusec, and the third is one of its employees. They were accused of stealing 
confidential information and intellectual property from large American firms.43

- A Canadian citizen born in Kazakhstan named Karim Baratov pleaded guilty to a 
massive breach of Yahoo. The US Department of Justice announced the filing of an 
indictment last March for the breach of Yahoo servers in 2014 and for helping Russian 
intelligence agents.44

- A federal judge in the US ruled that the FBI is not required to disclose details about the 
private company from which it purchased iPhone hacking tools in order to remove the 
lock from the iPhone of Syed Farook, the perpetrator of the terrorist attack in San-
Bernardino in 2015. In the case, Apple vs. FBI, the issue was raised of Apple's refusal to 
grant the FBI access to information stored on Farook's iPhone for investigation 
purposes. The FBI then petitioned the court in an attempt to compel Apple to carry out 
this move, but after weeks of hearings the FBI withdrew the petition on the grounds 
that the content had been obtained through a private company that sold iOS hacking 
tools to the FBI. In response, three communications companies petitioned the court and 
demanded that the FBI disclose the details of the private company in the framework of 
freedom of information, but the court rejected the petition and ruled that the FBI is not 
obligated to disclose those details.45
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5.3.The Establishment of Functional Cyber Groups
During the period under review, cyber departments were established in various fields, 
such as intelligence, securities and stock exchanges, and dedicated court. The variety of 
fields illustrates the need for the existence of a sectoral cyber body. The following are 
examples of functional bodies:
- Germany established a cyber intelligence agency named ZITis (September 14, 2017), 

which is directly subordinate to the Minister of Interior. The agency is responsible for 
digital forensics (gathering evidence from the Internet), research and development of 
telecommunication surveillance strategies for other agencies as part of a concentration 
of efforts that include combatting cybercrime and digital espionage. The agency’s 
budget will be approximately 12 million dollars in its first year and will grow 
significantly over the next four years.46

- The Indian Ministry of Interior announced the establishment of a new cyber-intelligence 
unit named Cyber and Information Security to monitor and protect against cyber-
attacks (November 29, 2017).  47

- The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) established a new cyber unit to 
combat economic cyber crime (September 25, 2017). The cyber unit will deal with cases 
such as frauds and the manipulation of markets involving the dissemination of 
erroneous information through electronic communications and social networks; 
breaches for the purpose of obtaining confidential information; crimes committed using 
the Dark Web; breaches of wholesale broker accounts; cyber threats that jeopardize 
trade platforms and other critical market infrastructures.48

- London plans to set up a dedicated court to deal with cyber and fraud cases (October 9, 
2017).  The decision was made as part of an effort to establish London's reputation as 49

an international legal center after Brexit. The court complex will include 18 halls, and it 
will deal with cyber cases and economic crimes as well as other criminal and civil 
disputes.50
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security, threat vulnerability and risk assessment, intelligence analysis and national 
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Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which relies exclusively on private 
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(funding, methods of attack). The Cyber Desk Review addresses the growing 

significance that cyberspace plays as a battlefield in current and future conflicts, as 

shown in the recent increase in cyber-attacks on political targets, crucial 

infrastructure, and the Web sites of commercial corporations
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